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Abstract

New modeling and analysis techniques have

been developed for predicting the dynamic behavior of
the NGST sunshield. The sunshield consists of

multiple layers of pretensioned, thin-film membranes

supported by deployable booms. Modeling the
structural dynamic behavior of the sunshield is a

challenging aspect of the problem due to the effects of
membrane wrinkling. A finite element model of the

sunshield was developed using an approximate

engineering approach, the cable network method, to
account for membrane vcrinkling effects. Ground
testing of a one-tenth scale model of the NGST

sunshield were carried out to provide data for validating
the analytical model. A series of analyses were
performed to predict the behavior of the sunshield

under the ground test conditions. Modal analyses were

performed to predict the frequencies and mode shapes
of the test article and transient response analyses were

completed to simulate impulse excitation tests.

Comparison was made between analytical predictions
and test measurements for the dynamic behavior of the

sunshield. In general, the results show good agreement
with the analytical model correctly predicting the

approximate frequency and mode shapes for the
significant structural modes.

Introduction

The Next Generation Space Telescope
(NGST) will feature a lightweight, deployable

sunshield for passive cooling of its optics. The
sunshield consists of multiple layers of pretensioned,

thin-film membranes that are supported by deployable
booms. The structural dynamics of the sunshield are a

concern due to the strict line-of-site jitter requirements

of the telescope. Structural modeling and analysis
techniques must accurately characterize sunshield

modes having significant modal mass participation to
ensure that they will be filtered by the Spacecraft's
ACS and, or an', added vibration isolation system such

that they will not impair the pointing performance of
the telescope. The recently cancelled Inflatable

Sunshield In Space (ISIS) flight experiment 13 ,,,,as to
validate tile deph,yment of a one-third scale NGST
sunshicld in space and provide data for correlation of

analytical models. As part of the 1SIS project, an
additional subscale NGST sunshield test article was

fabricated for use in ground dynamic testing. This
paper discusses the modeling and analysis efforts
underway in support of the one-tenth scale model

ground dynamic testing. First, a discussion of sunshield

dynamics modeling is presented. A summary of the

one-tenth scale model NGST sunshield ground dynamic
tests is then presented. Next, an analysis of the

experiments is presented. Finally, a comparison is

made between analytical predictions and test results.

Sunshield Dynamics Modeling

Structural modeling techniques are being
developed to predict sunshield dynamic behavior in the

presence of membrane wrinkling. Thin-film

membranes in a stress free state have negligible
bending stiffness, but can be stress stiffened by

applying in-plane tensile loads. The out-of-plane
stiffness of the tensioned membrane is referred to as

differential stiffness, and must be properly accounted
for in structural models. In the case of the NGST

sunshield design considered here, the out-of-plane

structural stiffness is derived from the tensile loading
applied at the membrane comers. An important

characteristic of membrane behavior is wrinkling.
Wrinkles are out-of-plane deformations that occur due
to local buckling in regions of the membrane that

develop compressive stresses, The geometry of

structural wrinkles is dependent upon both the loading
and the boundary conditions for the structure.
Structural wrinkles must be adequately accounted for in

sunshield models because their presence alters the
stress distribution, and hence the differential stiffness of
the structure, a

There are several approaches available for

modeling wrinkled membrane structures, including:
standard element formulations, the cable network

method, and tension field theoD' methods. Modeling
the thin-fihn membrane layers using standard

membrane or plate elements in the presence of
compressive stresses can lead to numerical problems

during out-of-plane dynamics ana]}ses and results may
be _naccuratc because the slrcss distribution Ill JilL'

membrane will not be represented propcri} The cablc
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nct,._.ork method is a unique inc,ddll_ tc,..'hr_iqtlc that
_as developed specil'ically for modclirlg prctcnsiuned,
wrinkled membranes. 5 The approach is based on the

established principle that load transfer in wrinkled

regions takes place along ,a tinkle lines. Therefore, the
membrane is meshed ,aith a network of cables

(preloaded bar elcmentsl that is mapped to the wrinkle
pattern of the structure. The mass of the membranes is

distributed uniformly along connector cables that
connect the load transfer cables in the network. Thus,

the cable network model approximates both the load
paths and mass distribution in the wrinkled structure.

This approach is useful for detemlining the out-of-plane
structural dynamic characteristics of pretensioned,
wrinkled membrane structures. However, it is limited

in that it requires prior knowledge of the wrinkle
pattern to create the cable network and does not account
for in-plane shear or thermal effects. The cable

network method has been utilized to model the ISIS and
one-tenth scale model NGST sunshields. A more

accurate representation of membrane wrinkling can be
obtained by using tension field theory, in conjunction
with standard finite elements to enforce 'no
compression' membrane material behavior. 6'; This

approach can be used to accurately determine the state
of stress in the membrane and the overall geometry of

the wrinkled region; however, it does not provide
results for the amplitude, wavelength, and number of

the wrinkles. Advantages of this method include the
prediction of wrinkle region geometry and a more

accurate representation of in-plane membrane behavior

(shear and thermal expansion effects). This approach is
planned for use in future modeling and analysis efforts
for studying the structural dynamic and thermal-
structural behavior of the one-tenth scale model

sunshield. In order to provide data for validating
modeling techniques, a series of ground dynamic tests

have been completed at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center using the one-tenth scale model NGST sunshield

test article. The following section provides an
oven, Jew of these tests.

Sunshield Dynamics Tests

The objectives of the one-tenth scale sunshield

ground dynamic tests '.',ere: (I) to gather data for
characterizing the dynamic behavior of a subscale
model of the NGST sunshield for correlation with

analytical models and (2) to validate instrumentation,

excitation, and data processing routines for the ISIS
flight experiment. A more comprehensive description

of'the test setup and results is prox ided in Refs. 8-9.

Overviex_. or" Dynamic q"e_qts

The test article is a one-tenth scale model of

the NGST sunshield .yardstick design and ,.,,'as scaled

down from the f,uIl-scale concept using constant
thickness scaling la,,vs. _' The main components of the
test article are a stil'f a]uminum central mountim, block,

four aluminum support tubes with their corresponding
tip hardware, and tbur 13 micron thick Kaptong

membranes. The test article is 3.4 m long by 1.52 m
wide by 0.1 m thick, and has an overall ',','eight of 4.1
kg. Figure I presents a schematic of the sunshield test

article. At the tip of each tube is mounted a composite
ladder structure that maintains a constant distance
between the membrane layers. The membranes are

attached at the comers to the constant force springs

Centml

Suppo_

Membmne$

Ladder Structure

2 Membranes represented only Constant Force Springs

Figure 1: One-tenth scale model NGST sunshield
test article.

using a composite spreader bar. At the root, the
membranes are clamped to the central block between

thin aluminum plates that maintain a constant spacing
between the layers.

The test setup consists of the one-tenth scale

model sunshield, a test stand to support the test article,
an electrodynamic shaker, and the instrumentation

suite. The sunshield is attached to the shaker armature

at its central support and is excited by base driven

+Z

Figure 2: Schenlalic of tes! setup v, ilh
sunshield in short side din,, n orientation.
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motions. "Vests were completed ',Aith the sunshield in

two orientations: short side down and long side down.

The test setup for the short side down configuration is

shov.n m Fig. 2.

Three types of tests ,,','ere completed: (11

random excitation, (2) impulse excitation, and (3) sine

d'.vell. The instrumentation suite for the tests consists of

accelerometers, force gages, and a laser vibrometer.

Tri-axial accelerometers are located at the tip of each

tube, on the central block, and on the test stand. Force

gages are located at the mounting points on the central

block and at the test article/shaker interface point. The

laser vibrometer is used to scan individual points on the

outer membrane layer.

Summary of Test Results

The primary objective of the testing was to

determine the dynamic characteristics (natural

frequencies, damping, and mode shapes) of the

sunshield. A detailed discussion of the test results is

beyond the scope of this paper (see Refs. 8-9). Results

obtained from tests with the sunshield in the short side

down orientation will be briefly summarized here.

Tables 2 and 3 present a summary of the natural

frequencies and damping values for the short and long

side down orientations of the sunshield. For both

sunshield orientations, the dominant modes of the

system are associated with the fundamental bending

modes of the long and medium length support tubes.

Table 2: Summary of test-derived sunshield modes

for short side down orientation.

Mode
I

2

3
4

Description
Membranes

Frequency (Hz)
1.609

Damping (%)
8.8

Membranes 1.841 5.6

Membranes 2.426 10.2

Long side of 2.998 4.8
membranes/Long
tube

5 Long tube/Long 3.483 5.2
side of membranes

6 Long and medium 4.109 6.2
tubes -

I
Membranes I

7 Medium tube/ 5.074 6.4
Short side of
Membranes

S Medium tube, 5902 i 3.2
Short side of

membranes !

For the short side down orientation, the long

tube response is characterized by strong resonances at 3

and 3.5 Hz. The 3.0 Hz mode involves the center ofthe

long side of the nlembrancs moving in-phase with the

tube, while the 3.5 Hz mode involves the membranes

moving uul-ofphasc with the tube. The medium tube

response is dominated b,, modes at 5.1 and 6.0 tlz. The

first of these modes involves the short sMe of the

membranes moving in-phase with the medium tube, and

the second mode has the membranes moving out-of-

plutse with the tube. Additionall.v, there are low

ffequenc,,, modes at 1.6 and 2.0 tfz associated with

'flapping" ofthe membrane edges. These modes do not

couple strongly into the support structure response.

Table 3: Summary of test-derived sunshield modes

for long side down orientation.

Mode

l
Description
Long side of

Membranes/Long
tube
Membranes

Membranes

Long tube / Long
side of membranes

Long and medium
tubes +
Membranes

! Frequency (Hz'_
1.462

2.319

Damping (%)
5.6

69

6.22.714

3.395 2.9

4.093 5 1

Medium tube / 4.501 3.1
Short side of
membranes

Medium tube / 5.477 2,5
Short side of
membranes

For the long side down orientation, the long tube

response is characterized by a single strong resonance

at 3.4 Hz that involves the long side of the membranes

moving out-of-phase with the tube. The medium tube

response is dominated by modes at 4.5 and 5.5 Hz. The

first of these modes involves the center of the short side

of the membranes moving in-phase with the medium

tube, and the second mode has the membranes moving

out-of-phase with the tube. Additionally, there are low

frequency modes at 1.2, 2.3, and 2.7 Hz associated with

membrane response that does not couple strongly into

the support structure response.

Analysis of Sunshield Dynamics

The following sections discuss an analysis of

the one-tenth scale model NGST sunshield dynamics,

including: the finite element model, analysis

procedures, and results from modal, frequency

response, and transient response analyses.

Finite Element Model

The finite element rnodel for the one-tenth

scale model NGST sunshield is presented in Fig. 3.

The membrane Iavers are modeled ,*ith bar element.,,

using the cable netv, ork method using the approach

outlined in Ref. 5. The central block and shaker

interface bluck arc modctcd using solid clcmcnts. The

four support It.lbes arc modclcd using bar elements xvilh

3
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a nonstructural mass per unit length of 13.1 g'm
included to represent the influence of the accelerometer

cables. The support tubes are connected to central

block via a common node and a rigid element that

provides equivalent rotational stiffness at the interface.
The ladder structure at tile tips of the booms are

modeled using massless bar elements, and the mass of
the entire ladder structure and the attached

instrumentation is represented using a concentrated

mass of 34.1 g at the tip of each tube. The constant
force springs (CFS) are modeled in _'o different ways

with respect to the type of analysis: static or dynamic.
In the static preloading analysis, the springs are

modeled by applying forces that produce tension in the

membranes and compression in the tubes. For a
dynamic analysis, the CFS are modeled with rigid

dements. In addition to the CFS loads, gravity loading
was included since the ground tests showed that the

dynamic response of the test article was different in the

short and long side down orientations. Two support
conditions were evaluated: fixed support and translating
support. The fixed support model constrains the

sunshield in all degrees of freedom (DOF 123456) at
the attachment point of the test article to the shaker.

The translating support case models the actual test setup
by including the 0.4 Hz mode rigid body translational
mode of the sunshield/shaker armature in the z-

direction observed in the dynamic tests. For the
translating support case, a simple two node shaker

armature model consisting of a rigid element and a bar
element is included. One node is at the attachment

point of the sunshield to the shaker, while the other

node is constrained in all degrees of freedom. The
nodes are connected by a rigid element with dependent
DOF 12456 and an element with stiffness in DOF 3

selected to reproduce the 0.4 Hz rigid body mode. It

was necessary to model the support condition from the
ground tests to provide representative analytical
predictions for comparison with the test results.

Membrane Cable Net_ork ,Mesh

Central Block and Support Tubes Tip Ilard_are

Figure 3: One-tenth scale model NGST sunshicld
finite element model.

Analvsis Procedure

Analyses performed to predict the dynamic
behavior of pretensioned membrane structures in',ohe

tv,'o steps: {l ) static analysis to calculate the differential
stiffness resulting from preloading and (21 d.vnamic

analysis of the preloaded structure. The preloading

analysis of the structure was performed using a
geometric nonlinear static solution with extraction of

the final updated stiffness matrix representing the state
of stress in the preloaded structure. The stiffness matrix
extracted from the nonlinear static solution is then used

to replace the standard stiffness matrix in all subsequent

dynamic analyses. Alternately, the differential stiffness

matrix could be recovered from the static analysis and
added to the standard stiffness matrix in subsequent
dynamic analyses. The finite element models are used

to perform three types of dynamic analysis: modal,
frequency response, and transient response. The modal

analysis determines the natural frequencies and mode

shapes for the structure. Additionally, mass
participation factors are calculated to identify important

modes (those having high mass participation). The
frequency response analysis is used to predict the
response of the test article to random excitation. The

transient response analysis is a time domain calculation
of the dynamic response of the structure and is used to

predict the response of the test article to impulse

excitation. Time-dependent acceleration profiles are
applied to the structure and the response is recovered at
points of interest. The following section presents

results from a modal analysis of the sunshield.

Modal Analysis Results

A modal analysis was completed using the
commercially available solver UAI/NASTRAN II to

provide predictions for the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of the sunshield. Four different cases

were considered: (1) fixed support/short side down

orientation, (2) fixed supporr,/long side down

orientation, (3) translating support/short side down
orientation, and (4) translating support.qong side down
orientation. Comparison of results from the t2xed and

translating support cases shows that the sunshield
frequencies differ by less than 5%; however, the mode

shapes for the translating support case more closelx

resemble the measured mode shapes from the ground
tests, thus the analytical predictions presented here wil!
all be for the translating support case. Tables 3 and 4

summarize the results of the modal analyses for the
short and long side down orientations of the sunshield

Significant modes _ere identified by considering the
percentage of effective modal mass in the z and r;
directions since these modes _outd contribute

significalHl.,, to NGST obscr_;ltt_r> jitter
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Table 3: Summary of modal analysis results for
short side dos_ n orientation.

Mode Frequency % Z '!_, RY
(tlz)

1 0.395 I00 ,i.(,7

2 2. 1826 0.0022 _.t<

14 3.3253 0.0001 11.¢_5!
18 3.5461 0.0007 41.32

30 4.7142 0.0000 3.64

43 5.5398 0.0000 14.54

59 6.4313 0.0000 9.49 :

Table 4: Summary of modal ,mah sis results for long
side do_ n orientation.

Mode Frequency

(Hz)
0.3951

o o Z % RY

!0{) 0.66

6 2.6127 ,_i_l_t!!a 17.73

10 2.8065 0.,,_01!5 0.39

18 3.6725 0,{_004 48.05

34 4.7893 0.0000 4.31
47 5.5527

55
0.0000

0.00006.3242
13.27

8.91

Description

Long side of membranes with all
four layers moving in-phase.

Long tube moving out-of-phase with
membranes.

Frequency:
Short side down: F = 2.18 Hz

Long side down: F = 2.61 Hz

First bending mode of long tube.
Long side of membranes (central

region moving out-of-phase with

tube, tip region moving in-phase
with tube).

Frequency:
Short side down: F = 3.54 Hz

Short Side Do_vn Orientation

Long side down: F = 3.67 Hz

First bending mode of medium tube.
Short side of membranes: central

region moving out-of-phase with

tube / tip region moving in-phase
with tube.

Frequency:
Short side down: F = 5.54 Hz

Long side down: F = 5.55 Hz

Bending mode of medium tube.
Short side of membranes: central

region moving in-phase with tube /

tip region moving out-of-phase with
tube.

Frequency:
Short side dov,n: F = 6.43 tlz

Longsidcdov,n: F=6.32Hz
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Figure 4: Predicted mode sh:tpes of significant sunshiehl mode,,.
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Tables 3-4 summarize the frequencies and _.'ffective
modal rnass for each of the significant modes of the

svstem. Note that mode ] captures [00% of the modal
effective mass in the z-direction. Recat] that this

"shaker" mode involxes the rigid body translation of the

sunshield in the z-direcuon. The percentage of the
effective modal mass inertia about the y-axis (I-YY)

was used to select the significant 'flexible" modes of

the system. For both the long and short side down
orientations, the effective modal mass about the ?'-axis

accounts for over 909,8 of the rigid body mass moment
of inertia of the system. In both cases studies, there are

seven significant modes. Mode I is the so-called
shaker mode. The next two modes (be_'een 2 and 3

Hz) are primarily associated with the membranes. The
first mode involves all four layers on the long side of

the membranes moving in-phase. This mode has

predicted frequencies of 2.2 Hz in the short side down
orientation and 2.6 Hz in the long side down
orientation. The second mode involves all four layers

on the short side of the membranes moving in-phase.

This mode has predicted frequencies of 3.3 Hz in the
short side down orientation and 2,8 Hz in the long side
down orientation. Note that the frequency of these

modes varies significantly depending on the orientation
of the sunshield. The first bending mode of the long
tube is at 3.55 Hz in the short side down orientation and

3.67 Hz in the long side down orientation. The first

bending mode of the medium tube is at 5.54 Hz for the
short side down orientation and 5.55 Hz for the long

side down orientation. The remaining modes are
associated with higher order membrane modes where

all four membrane layers are moving in-phase and
involve membrane-support tube interactions. Figure 4

presents plots of the mode shapes for the four flexible

modes exhibiting the highest modal effective mass.
Comparison between the predicted and measured

frequencies and mode shapes is presented later in this

paper. The following section discusses a transient
dynamic analysis completed to simulate the results of
the impulse excitation tests completed during ground

testing of the sunshield.

Impulse Excitation Test Simulation

A transient response analysis was completed

using the modal method in UA[ NASTRAN (SOL 12)
in order to simulate the impulse excitation tests

performed on the sunshield. The translating support
model was used in the analysis. Damping was included

in the analysis using average values derived from the
ground tests (see Tables 3-4). The loading was applied
as a force at the shaker test article interface. The

excitation profile utilized test results obtained from the
force transducer at the test article shaker inter(ace in

order to closeb, simulatc the tests. Rc_,ult_ from the

analysis xsere recovered at nodes corresponding to

measurement locations in the ground tests. Time
histories were saved for the accelerometcrs, force gage,
and laser measurement locations. These time histoD

predictions _ere then post-processed using MATLAB

to obtain frequency domain results that are comparable
to those obtained in the ground tests. Figures 5-6

present the predicted transfer functions calculated using
the force at the test article, shaker force transducer
location as the source and the tube acceleration or

membrane velocity measurements as the response. Due
to space considerations, predictions are presented here
only for the short side down orientation of the

sunshield. The predicted transfer functions for the long

and medium tubes are presented in Fig. 5. The long
tube response shows a large resonance at the frequency

corresponding to its first bending mode. The medium
tube response shows peaks at frequencies

corresponding to the medium tube bending mode at 5.5
Hz and the short side of the membranes/medium tube

mode at 6.5 Hz.
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"" 0 2 4 f(Hz) 6 8 10
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0 2 4 f(Hz) 6 8 10

Figure 5: Predicted transfer functions for long and
medium support tubes.

The predicted transfer functions for points on the long
and short sides of the outer membrane layer are shown
in Fig. 6. The point on the long side of the membrane

has peaks at frequencies corresponding to 2.2, 3.5, and
4.7 Hz. The 2.2 Hz mode is associated with the first

mode of the long side of the membranes with all four

layers moving in-phase. The 3.5 Hz mode corresponds
to the first bending mode of the long tube. The 4.7 Hz

mode is a higher order mode of the long side of the
membranes. Note that onl} the 2.2 Hz membrane mode

does not couple signific:mth' with the support structure
as exidcnced by the lack of corresponding peaks in Fig
4. The poin! on the short side of the membranes has

major peak.-, at 3.3, 35. 5.5, and 6.4 ttz. The 3.3 It:'
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mode is the first mode of tile short side of the

membranes with all four layers moving in-phase. The

3.5 Hz mode corresponds to the first bending mode of

the long tube. Note that these peaks are nearly
coincident and difficult to distinguish The 5.5 Hz

mode corresponds to the first bending mode of the
medium tube. The 6.4 Hz mode corresponds to a

higher order mode of the short side of the membranes.
Note that while the first mode of the short side of the

membranes does not couple significantly with the

support tubes (as evidenced by the lack of a

corresponding peak at 3.3 Hz in the tube FRF's), the
higher order mode of the short side of the membranes

couples significantly with the medium tube.
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Figure 6: Predicted transfer functions for points on

long and short sides of outer membrane layer.

In the next section comparisons are made between
predictions from the finite element models and the

results obtained from the ground tests.

Comparison of Analysis and Test

Predictions from the finite element analysis are

now compared with results from the ground tests for the
short side down orientation of the sunshield. Two types

of comparisons will be made. First, the predicted
frequencies and mode shapes from the modal analysis

will be compared with the modal parameters
determined from the random excitation tests and mode

shapes captured during the sine dwell tests. Second,
predictions from the transient response analysis will be

compared with both time and frequency domain
measurements from the impulse excitation tests.

Mode Shapefi

The ground tests determined modal parameters
(frequencies. damping values, and modc shapes) for the

sunshie[d through two types of tests: random excitation
and impulse excitation. The random and impuIsc

excitation tests provided course mode shapes for the
sunshietd (only for the support, structure for the impulse

tests). Additionally, the sine dwell tests gave line scaIe

mode shapes but only for the outer membrane layer.
First, comparison is made betv,'een the analytical

predictions and results from the random excitation tests.
A quantitative comparison between the predicted and

measured mode shapes was obtained using the
commercially available Dynaview software package _:

to perform orthogonality calculations. Finite element

analysis predicts m'o low frequency membrane modes

involving all four membrane layers moving in-phase.
The ground tests identified four membrane modes
between 1 and 3 Hz. Several of the measured modes

appear to involve 'flapping' of the membranes, a

phenomenon not predicted by the finite element model.

Pairing of predicted and measured mode shapes was
accomplished using the orthogonality calculations. A

total of five pairs were obtained. Table 5 summarizes
the results.

Table 5: Comparison of predicted and measured
frequencies for mode shape pairs in short side down
orientation.

Mode FEA (Hz) Test (Hz) %
Pair Difference

A 0.40 0.40 0.00

B 2.18 3.00 -27.33

C 3.55 3.48 +2.01

D 5.54 5.07 _9.27

E 6.43 5.96 +7.89

Mode pair A is the shaker mode and shows the highest

degree of correlation of all the mode pairs
(orthogonality = 1.0). The next mode pair involves the
first mode of the long side of the membranes with the

long tube moving in-phase with the membranes. The

predicted and measured frequencies differ significantly,
however the orthogonality calculation is 0.79. Both the

analysis and the tests show the presence of a mode
involving membrane-tube interaction between the long
and medium tube modes, hot, ever the modes correlated

poorly and are not included as a pair. Mode pair C is
the first bending mode of the medium tube v, ith the

central region of the long side of the ,ncmbranes

moving out-of-phase with the tube. For this pair, the
predicted and measured t'requcncics difrcr b\ onlv "",

and the or:hogonatit.,, calculation gives a result or" (I.75

Motto pairs D and E arc buth dominated b', intcractior>_
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bet,aeen the medium tube and the short side of the

membranes. Mode pair D iIlXOlVeS the first bending
mode of the Inediunl tube with the shorn side of the

membranes (tip region) moving in-phase with the tube.

Additionally, the analytical model predicts t,a in lobes in
the central region of the short side of the membranes

moving out-olLphase with the tube that are not evident

in the measured results. The predicted and measured
frequencies differ by 9% and the orthogonality

calculation gives a result of 0.74. Mode pair E again
involves a bending mode of the medium tube, however

in this mode the short side of the membranes (tip
region) are moving out-of-phase with the tube. The

anatyticaI model additionally predicts the presence of
twin lobes in the central region of the short side of the

membranes moving in-phase with the tube that are not
seen in the measured results. The difference is

frequencies is 8% and the orthogonality calculation

gives a result of 0.56. In general, the orthogonality
calculations showed only fair correlation be_'een the

predicted and measured mode shapes. The support tube
dominated modes show good correlation, while the

membrane dominated modes show poor correlation.
One difficulty is the limited number of membrane

measurement points available for comparison with the
finite element model predictions.

Figure 7 presents a comparison be_'een the

predicted mode shapes and the velocity contours
obtained from the sine dwell tests for the outer

membrane layer. The sine dwell tests were completed
at slightly different frequencies than those obtained
from analysis of the results from the random excitation

tests. Qualitative comparison is made here between the

predicted mode shapes and the measured velocity
contours. The first comparison is for the first mode of
the long side of the membranes. Recall that the

analytical model predicts a frequency of 2.2 Hz for this
mode, while the random excitation tests showed a

frequency of 3.0 Hz. Sine dwell tests were completed
at 2.3 and 3.0 Hz. The velocity contour from the sine

dwell test completed at 2.3 Hz compares more
favorably with the predicted mode shape at 2.2 Hz than
the 3.0 Hz test results. The next comparison is for the

first bending mode of the long tube. The results show
good agreement with both predicting a central region

out-of-phase with the outside edges. The next two
comparisons are for the modes involving interactions
betxveen the medium tube and the short side of the

membranes. There are only small differences between

the outer membrane layer mode shapes for these modes.
The predicted and measured shapes both show that the
response is greatest on the short side of the membranes.

The predicted mode shapes include a pair of lobes in
the central region of the membrane that arc out-of-

phase x_ith the tip region, ht)_Ac_,er the test results do

not include this feature. The velocity contours obtained
from the sine dwell tests compare favorably with the
mode shapes predicted by the finite element model on a

qualitative level. Future work '.','ill involve performing
a quantitative comparison between the predicted mode
shapes and the results obtained from the sine dwell
tests.

Impulse Test Simulation

Figures 8 - 9 present a comparison of the
predicted and measured response of the sunshield in

both the time and frequency domains. Figure 8

provides results for the response at the tip of the long
support tube. The predicted and measured acceleration

in the out-of-plane (z) direction at the tip of the tube as

a function of time is presented in Fig. 8(a). The

predicted response shows similar peak acceleration

levels and decay time to the measured response. Figure
8(b) provides a comparison of the predicted and
measured frequency response functions (FRF's) for the

long and medium support tubes. The FRF's were
calculated using the drive point force as the input and

the acceleration at the tip of the long tube as the output.
The FRF's show similar results in terms of the

magnitude and frequency of the peaks. The major
difference is for the medium tube/short side of the

membranes modes where the analysis predicts two
strong peaks at 5.5 and 6.5 Hz, while the measured FRF

shows a strong peak at 6.0 Hz and a smaller peak at 4.8

Hz. Figure 9 provides results for the response at points
on the long and short sides of the outer membrane

layer. The predicted and measured out-of-plane
velocity for a point on the long side of the membrane as

a function of time is shown in Fig. 9(a). The analytical

predictions show similar peak velocity values and
decay time to the measured results. Figure 9(b)

compares the predicted and measured frequency
response functions (FRF's) for the points on the long
and short sides of the outer membrane. The FRF's

were calculated using the drive point force as the input
and the membrane velocity as the output. The results
are less consistent than for the support tubes. The

measured FRF's show more peaks than the analytica!
model predicts. Both the measured and predicted

FRF's for the long side of the membrane show peaks at
2.2, 3.5, and 4.5 Hz. The measured FRF shows

additional peaks at 1.7, 2.5, and 6.5 Hz. The predicted
FRY for the short side of the membrane shows peaks at
approximately 34, 5.5. and 6.5 Hz, while the measured
FRF has peaks at t.9, 3.3, 3.9, 5.0, and 6.0 ttz. In

general, the analytical model performed well in
simulating the response of the test article to impulse
excitation.
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Description

Long tubeI'Long side of membranes

Frequency:
Predicted: F = ..-"_"_Hz
Measured: F = 2.3 Hz

Long tube/Long side of membranes

Frequency:
Predicted: F = 3.5 Hz
Measured: F = 3.5 Hz

Medium tube/Short side of

membmnes
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Frequency:
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Measured: F = 5.1 Hz

Medium tube/Short side of
membranes

Frequency:
Predicted: F = 6.4 Hz
Measured: F = 6.0Hz
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Figure 7: Comparison of predicted mode shape,, and mt'a,,urcd xclocit_ corgi
orientation of sunshield.
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Description
(a) Time domain

Acceleration in z

direction as a function

of time at the tip of the
long support tube.

(b) Frequency domain

Frequency response

functions for tips of
long and medium

support tubes.

Input = drive point
force

Output -- acceleration
of tube tips
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Figure 8: Comparison of predicted and measured response of sunshield support tubes to impulse excitation:
(a) time domain response and (b) frequency domain response.

Description

(a) Time domain

Velocity in z direction
as a function of time for

a point on long side of

outer membrane layer.

(b) Frequency domain

Frequency response
functions for long and
short sides of outer

membrane layer.

Input = drive point
force

Output = velocity, of
membrane layer
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Figure 9: Comparison of predicted and measured response of points on outer membrane layer of sunshicld to
impulse excitation: (a) time domain response and (b) frequency domain response.
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Cnl_c lt_,iom,

The structural dynamic behavior of a subscale

model of the NGST sunshicld \_as inxestigatcd through

anal.',tical and experimental studies. A finite element
modct of the sunshield was dc_cloped using the cable

netv, ork method to represent _rinklcd membrane
behavior. Dynamic anal,,ses were performed using the
UAINASTRAN finite element solver to simulate the

behavior of a one-tenth scale model sunshield during

ground testing. An overviev, of the test setup and

representative results from ground testing was
presented, and results from the ground tests were then

compared with analytical predictions from the finite
element model. Natural frequencies and mode shapes
obtained from the random excitation and sine dwell

tests were correlated with analytical predictions from

the modal analysis. In general, the analytical

predictions compared favorably with the test results.
The difference between the predicted and measured
natural frequencies ranged from 2 to 27%, The

predicted mode shapes correlated well for the modes

dominated by the support tubes, while the membrane
dominated modes showed less satisfactory agreement.

The impulse excitation tests were simulated using a
transient response analysis. Analytical predictions were

compared with test results in both the time and

frequency domains. The time domain predictions
compared well with the measured results showing

similar peak levels and decay times. Frequency
response functions calculated from the predicted and

measured time domain results using identical
processing techniques also demonstrated good

agreement. In conclusion, a test validated approach for
modeling and analyzing the structural dynamics of the

NGST sunshield has been successfully demonstrated.
This approach is applicable to a broad range of

tensioned membrane structures representative of those
planned for future gossamer spacecraft.
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